Ditch Light Hood Bracket Installation
1. The Ditch Light Hood Bracket kit will include a driver and passenger side bracket. These brackets are
side specific. (Example A.) Installation of the brackets is quite simple and recommend installing one side
at a time. This kit will use all OEM hardware on the vehicle.
2. Beginning with the passenger side, remove the forward most bolt of the two that mount the hood to the
hinge.
3. Attach the bracket for the passenger side and replace the bolt for the hinge while keeping it loose enough
to move the Ditch Bracket. Then remove the second hinge bolt. (See Example B.)
4. Once the second bolt is removed, pivot bracket into position and replace bolt. Position bracket forward
or back based on dimensions of lights being used. Slowly lower hood and ensure proper fitment and
clearance of bracket. Tighten both bolts. (See Example C.)
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Disclaimer: The products sold by RCI Metalworks are intended for off–road use only, should not be modified, and are for use only on the vehicle(s)
specifically stated. RCI Metalworks makes no warranties express or implied, including of fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability. RCI
Metalworks will not be liable for any damages arising out of the use or misuse of its products. It is the customers' responsibility to ensure the products are
safely and properly attached to the vehicle, and all products should be installed by trained professionals. We strive to maintain extremely high quality
standards; however, all RCI Metalworks products are individually handcrafted, may vary slightly, and may contain minor imperfections. Due to the nature
of raw aluminum, the material may have minor scratches and other blemishes caused by the manufacturing process, especially on the back side of
product. RCI Metalworks is constantly seeking to improve its products and reserves the right to make changes to any product.

